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The order of derivational morphemes has been proposed to be isomorphic to the syntactic ccommand relations of the heads they realise, which in turn reﬂect semantic scope (Mirror Principle:
Baker, 1985; Rice, 2006). However, it has also been noted that derivational suﬃxes in Bantu languages tend to follow a ﬁxed ca appl ecp ( an ) pa order (CARP template: Hyman, 2003;
Good, 2005). These two notions are at odds with one another, since one predicts that the morphology must reﬂect the syntax, while the other predicts that surface morphology will be invariant.
This paper investigates these principles in Kinyarwanda, presenting a novel case of the interaction: both CARP and Mirror Principle must be jointly satisﬁed.
Investigations have been undertaken for Luganda (McPherson & Paster, 2009), Chichewa (Zukoﬀ,
2017), and Nyakusa and Ndebele (Myler, 2017), in which the goal was to account for violations of
either the Mirror Principle or CARP. McPherson & Paster and Zukoﬀ chose to anaylse violations
using ranked bigram constraints in an optimality theoretic framework (OT), while Myler chose to
analyse them not as violations, but rather evidence of movement in the syntax. I present novel
data from Kinyarwanda that shows neither of these two accounts can be adopted wholesale for
CARP across Bantu. Barring one mixed case, if both CARP and the Mirror Principle cannot be
jointly satisﬁed in Kinyarwanda, a periphrastic form must be used. The table below summarizes
the meaning-to-surface mappings in Kinyarwanda verbal extensions.
Meaning
[V ca ] appl
[V appl] ca
[V ca ] ecp
[V ecp] ca
[V ca ] p
[V p ] ca
[V appl] ecp
[V ecp] appl
[V appl] p
[V p ] appl
[V ecp] p
[V p ] ecp

Surface
V ca appl
periprastic/V ca
V ca
ecp
n/a
V ca p

CARP Mirror
appl appl

an

⁇

periprastic

V appl ecp
periprastic

V appl p
n/a
periprastic
periprastic

I argue that this result is incompatible with a syntactic movement account for morphemic templates. The OT analyses in McPherson & Paster (2009) and Zukoﬀ (2017) are also inadequate, given
that they fail force periphrasis. I show that the constraint M Pa e (Prince & Smolensky, 1993),
proposed for paradigm gaps, can be used to account for the Kinyarwanda facts. While such a
phonological analysis can account for the data, it misses syntactic generalisations pertaining to
adverbial modiﬁcation, complementarity in the distributions of heads, and variable semantics of
applicatives. These are all diagnostics for selectional restrictions of argument introducing heads as
per Pylkkänen (2008). I extend this analysis to the valency modifying reciprocal and passive heads,
showing that while it can predict the order of morphemes in Kinyarwanda, much about syntax and
semantics of the reciprocal in particular remains to be investigated.
This work contributes to the ongoing discussion about the division of labour between the syntactic and phonological components of the grammar, in particular with respect to morphology.
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